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Ausgabe KINDLE

Michael Wood retraces Alexander the Greats amazing
journey from Greece to India, searching for the truth behind

the legend and experiencing the tremendous scale of his
achievements.

Using the ancient historians as his guides, Wood follows
Alexanders journey as closely as possible, crossing deserts

and rivers, from Turkey to war-torn Afghanistan. As the
journey progresses, he recreates the drama of Alexanders
epic marches and bloody battles. All along the way he finds
proof of the survival of the legends surrounding Alexander, a
leader whose life has excited the worlds imagination for the

2,000 years. 'Wood tells a glorious story with some very dark
shadows.' New York Times 'Wood is a perceptive,

entertaining and enthusiastic companion.' Sunday Times
'Wood is a lively storyteller.' The Washington Post.

Über den Autor und weitere Mitwirkende
For more than 20 years, historian and broadcaster Michael
Wood has made compelling journeys into the past, which
have brought history alive for a generation of readers and

viewers. He is the author of several highly praised books on
English history including In Search of the Dark Ages, The
Domesday Quest, In Search of England and In Search of
Shakespeare. He has over 80 documentary films to his

name, among them Art of the Western World, Legacy, In the
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Footsteps of Alexander the Great, Conquistadors and In

Search of Myths and Heroes. Michael was born in
Manchester and educated at Manchester Grammar School

and Oriel College Oxford, where he did post-graduate
research in Anglo-Saxon history. He is a Fellow of the Royal

Historical Society. -- Dieser Text bezieht sich auf eine
andere Ausgabe: paperback.

Synopsis
Using the ancient historians as his guide, Michael Wood

retraces Alexander's amazing journey from Greece to India.
On the way he experiences first hand what the Greeks went

through, and uncovers exciting insights into Alexander's
achievements. Wood recreates the on cassette what was
seen in his BBC Television series. -- Dieser Text bezieht
sich auf eine vergriffene oder nicht verfügbare Ausgabe

dieses Titels.

Michael Wood retraces Alexander the Great's 20,000-mile
journey from Greece to India. In an account based on a

range of sources as diverse as medieval travellers'
narratives, satellite photography and eye-witness reports,

momentous events of the past are interwoven with present-
day reality. -- Dieser Text bezieht sich auf eine vergriffene

oder nicht verfügbare Ausgabe dieses Titels.
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